
Please familiarize yourself with the following Covid precautions & procedures: 

IN-STUDIO INSTRUCTION & ZOOM: 
• Dancers will have the option of attending recreational & technique classes in person at the studio, or staying 

home and following along with their class via Zoom. 
• Competitive classes must be attended weekly and in person. 

STUDIO COVID POLICIES: 
• Students who are sick in any way must not come to class (we suggest that you take your child's temperature before    

bringing them to the studio, as students with a temperature or any other symptoms of illness will not be permitted).  
• Students must not come to class for 14 days if they have a family member within their household that has a fever or is 

sick. Students may attend online via Zoom instead. 
• Students must not come to class for 14 days if they or a family member within their household have been out of the 

country. Students may attend online via Zoom instead. 
• As required by Fraser Health, students may be asked a series of health questions before entering the studio. 
• We have FDA approved no contact thermometers on hand, and instructors/EOD staff will be doing spot checks. Students 

who have a fever or any symptoms of illness will be immediately sent to the office and have their parent/guardian called to 
pick them up. 

• We are implementing curbside drop off and pick up for dancers ages 12 and up.  
• For dancers 11 and under when possible, only one family member (we understand younger siblings may be in tow) will be 

allowed to escort the dancer into the studio. 
• Waiting rooms are closed except for dancers waiting between classes. Parents are not allowed to wait for their dancer in 

the waiting room. 
• To eliminate waiting room congestion, students must be in full dance attire at drop off. Dancers are to wear their street 

shoes into the building, but otherwise must be ready for class.  
• We discourage dancers changing their dance clothing between classes. Please dress for the day. 
• We have implemented one way traffic in and out of the studios to support social distancing as our sidewalks are quite 

narrow. All students will come in through the rear entrance of the studio (even in Studio E), and will exit/be picked up from 
the front door of each studio. This means that parents who drop off younger dancers will also enter through the back door, 
and will need to walk through the studio to exit by the front door. All students will also leave by the front door. 

• We have installed social distance guide markers 6 feet apart on ALL sidewalks surrounding both buildings to promote 
social distancing. Parents/dancers coming into the studio will wait on these markers at the back of the building to one at a 
time enter the waiting room. Parents of younger dancers are to  wait on these markers at the front of the building to pick up 
their dancers at the end of class. Instructors will assist these younger dancers in collecting their belongings to escort them 
to the front door one at a time so parents do not enter the building.  

• When students arrive at the studio, they are to wait on the next available guide marker - this could be by entering the back 
door of the building and finding a guide marker inside the waiting room or one on the sidewalk, as available.  

• When possible, students are encouraged to enter the waiting rooms and wait on the interior guide markers to keep the 
sidewalks clear of traffic.  

• Once inside the waiting room, students are not to enter the actual studio dance floor until the teacher is there to welcome 
the dancers in and watch them sanitize their hands and assign them a chair and grid. We ask them to instead remain on 
the guide markers in the waiting area. 

• All classes will end 15 minutes early to allow for the instructor/staff to escort dancers out of the studio, sanitize the floor, 
ballet barres, student chairs (see below), bathroom, door handles, etc, and prepare for their next class. 

• All private lessons will end 5 minutes early to allow time to sanitize.  
• Please encourage your young dancer to use the washroom at home before coming to the studio, as we would like to 

minimize the use of the studio washrooms if possible.  
• Students who have a short break are able to wait at the studio between classes, however they must wait in Studio D or 

Studio E, and remain on the guide markers in one of these studio's lounge areas. These two studios have a waiting room/
student lounge entirely separate from the hallway that leads foot traffic through the studio, and therefore we can safely 
have students socially distance and wait on the guide markers during their break without disrupting the flow of traffic 
through the building. 

• Sorry, students will not be permitted to use the fridge/microwave at the studio, if your child has a long day and will need to 
eat, please pack them an insulated lunch bag, and send the with something that can be easily eaten while waiting on a 
guide marker or have them eat in your car. 
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CLASS COVID POLICIES: 
• Our priority is the safety of our students, families and instructors, and we can only achieve this by successfully social 

distancing the students at all times while at the studio and during their classes. 
• Students will be asked to use hand sanitizer at the start of each class, after using the washroom and after changing 

footwear within the class (changing from jazz to tap shoes, ballet slippers to pointe shoes). 
• Chairs will be placed at least six feet apart and at the sides of the dance floor (within the studio). Students will be 

assigned a chair each class and this will become their "home base". They will place their dance bag, street shoes and 
water bottle under their chair. While they are waiting to be assigned their dance space in the centre and at the barre, 
they will wait at their chair. While they are waiting for their turn to dance across the floor, they will wait at their chair. 
They will also wait at their chair when awaiting pick up. Chairs will be sanitized between each class.  

• Each studio dance floor will be taped to make a grid of squares. Each dancer will have a square to stand/dance within 
which will ensure social distancing. There will be a spot marked with tape in the middle of each square where the dancer 
will stretch and do their centre exercises.  

• Ballet barres will have spots marked with tape where a dancer is to stand/dance. 
• Parents of very young dancers that do not understand social distancing, and parents of those dancers who are older but 

may need support to ensure safe social distance from their peers, will be asked to stay within the class to support their 
dancer.  

• Any dancer who cannot safely social distance themselves within the classroom with the support of their parent/guardian, 
will need to continue their learning via Zoom. 

• As stated above, all classes will end 15 minutes early to allow for the instructor/staff to sanitize the floor, ballet barres, 
student chairs, bathroom, door handles, etc.  

• All instructors and students are to wear proper dance socks or dance shoes 

OFFICE COVID POLICIES: 
• The office will be closed to walk in enquiries from new and currently enrolled EOD families. All questions will need to be 

addressed over the phone, by email or we can schedule a zoom meeting with you. Due to the one way traffic that must 
be implemented, any client who visits the office in Studio G will need to exit via the front door of the studio, therefore 
interrupting the class in progress. 

IMPORTANT: 
• We realize that many of you are gradually opening up your social bubbles with friends/family that you dance with, while 

outside of the studio. However please remember that when you come to the studio you must keep your social distance 
from other students who are outside of your household, even if they are within your social bubble. We are working 
very hard to provide a safe and healthy environment to all dancers, and the appearance of students mingling closely 
can be very concerning to other clients, or even a passerby.  We strive to follow and even exceed the health guidelines 
put forward, and appreciate your cooperation with these measures, as failing to do so could put our in-studio classes in 
jeopardy. Thank you for your help! 

We understand what a huge adjustment this will be for everyone. A lot of these measures will feel strange and foreign to the 
students at first, which is why we are not rushing our return to the studio. We want you to have time to discuss with your child what 
dance class will look like when we start our season in September. You may want to gradually reintroduce your dancer to the studio 
by picking their favourite classes to attend the first couple of weeks, or you may want to return to all classes at once - we will leave 
that up to you. 

Stay well, 

Talia & Sonja


